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ABSTRACT
Developers often neglect to handle exceptions, which leads to ex-
ception handling defects that affect the robustness of applications
or even cause crashes. To improve the robustness of android appli-
cations while reducing the development burden of developers, we
present Fixeh and Automatic Detection Tool, as an approach
that can automatically detect exception handling defects related to
external resources. By implanting exception control codes into the
input application, Fixeh helps applications throw exceptions at the
specified call position while running the UI test. During running
the UI test, Automatic Detection Tool generates a limited num-
ber of exception trigger patterns by using suspicious call filtering
algorithm and traversal algorithm. After collecting and analyzing
the running results under these patterns, the exception handling
defects will be detected. We evaluate our approach by applying it to
detect anomalies in 6 different types of applications with stable op-
eration. We conducted 1422 rounds of experiments under different
exception triggering patterns, and we observed abnormalities in
517 rounds. A comparison with other related work shows that our
approach can detect defects more effectively. Through the analysis
of our experiments, we confirmed 39 exception handling defects re-
lated to external resources. Finally, we summarized three common
types of defects from them.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software testing and de-
bugging;

KEYWORDS
Exception handling, testing, android, defects detecting, debugging
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile applications usually need to interact with various external
resources to provide users with better services, such as network
resources required for data transmission. As the external environ-
ment of android applications is often unstable, the operation related
to external resources sometimes performs abnormally [17]. In most
cases, android application developers usually use Java exception
handling mechanisms to deal with these exceptional instances,
which could cause functional problems or even crash if not prop-
erly handled. A study [13] on the user reviews of 20 low-rating
applications from Apple’s App Store shows that robustness-related
issues, such as application crashes, rank among the most common
causes for complaints. Obviously, robustness is one of the most
important concerns for users.

However, a large body of researches [11, 12] have shown that
improper exception handling codes harm both the robustness and
reliability of applications. The exception handling module in an-
droid applications generally presents a try-catch structure, but not
all the catch clauses are reachable or well-handled. For example,
most developers simply print the exception call stack [3]. During
version iteration, changes of exception handling modules are less
than other modules [13]. Part of the reason is that in actual devel-
opment, it is difficult to implement the correct exception handling
structure [16], and it is also difficult to measure the effectiveness
of the exception handling structure [7, 18, 20]. These phenomena
indicate that application developers usually ignore the importance
of exception handling and it is important to study a method to
detect the exception handling defects in Android applications.

Present studies on android exception handling have explored
the problem from two areas. The first one performs static analysis
on the sample applications to get representations of exceptions and
mine exceptions’ specifications. The cost of manually collecting
and analyzing the historical versions of apps and the related data in
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the defect tracking system is high. For example, when fan et al. [5]
manually confirmed 8243 frame-related defects, it took six people
one month to complete. The other one uses dynamic analysis tech-
nology to force the application to throw exceptions when running
JUnit test cases and monitor for program crashes. The coverage
rate of the exception handling module which is usually low in the
JUnit test limits the ability of the methods.

To avoid time and workforce overhead and increase exception
handling coverage, we present an automated approach to support
the detection of exception handling defects related to external re-
sources. A key observation our approach exploits is that during
running the UI test when mandatory triggered exceptions on partic-
ular function calls, apps will behave abnormally if the exceptions are
not handled correctly. Inspired by this observation, our approach
detects the exception handling defects by triggering exceptions
while invoking methods associated with external resources and
monitoring abnormal behaviors of instrumented apps.

We developed a bytecode instrumentation tool based on Soot,
named Fixeh, for Android. It instruments the tested application
only once by implanting exception control codes to force the appli-
cation to throw exceptions on particular function calls. Then we
propose an approach to detect exception handling defects automat-
ically and implement the corresponding tool, named Automatic
Detection Tool. It generates a limited number of exception trig-
ger patterns by using the suspicious call filtering algorithm and
traversal algorithm, then executes UI tests, logs at run time, col-
lects and analyzes running results. To evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of our approach, we carried out experiments on 6
different types of open-source Android apps.

The tools1 as well as the complete collection of experimental
materials2, including the running results of 1422 rounds of experi-
ments, are available for download.

The contributions this paper makes are as the following:

• Technique: We present a general framework that detects
exception handling defects in android. It detects defects by
triggering designated invocations and monitoring anomalies
during the UI test. To reduce the approach’s overheads, we
designed the suspicious call filtering algorithm and exception
triggering patterns traversal algorithm.

• Tool: We implement two tools for supporting our approach
named Fixeh and Automatic Detection Tool.

• Experiment:We apply our approach to 6 mobile apps. A total
of 1422 rounds of experiments were conducted under dif-
ferent exception triggering patterns. Observing anomalies
in 517 rounds of experiments and confirming 39 exception
handling defects demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach. A comparison with other related work shows that
our approach can detect defects more effectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illus-
trates a motivating example. Section 3 provides the overview and
the details of the approach. Section 4 presents the experimental
evaluation. Related work is discussed in section 5 and conclusion
is drawn in section 6.

1https://gitee.com/nanjing_university/app-ehdefects-detecting-tools
2https://gitee.com/nanjing_university/app-ehdefects-detecting-benchmark

2 MOTIVATION
The following is a case study of an app, called AmazonFileMan-
ager , a file management application that has been installed over
one million times in the Android market, to illustrate the research
motivation of this paper.
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and analyzing the historical versions of apps and the related data in
the defect tracking system is high. For example, when fan et al. [5]
manually confirmed 8243 frame-related defects, it took six people
one month to complete. The other one uses dynamic analysis tech-
nology to force the application to throw exceptions when running
JUnit test cases and monitor for program crashes. The coverage
rate of the exception handling module which is usually low in the
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To avoid time and workforce overhead and increase exception
handling coverage, we present an automated approach to support
the detection of exception handling defects related to external re-
sources. A key observation our approach exploits is that during
running the UI test, whenmandatory triggered exceptions on partic-
ular function calls, apps will behave abnormally if the exceptions are
not handled correctly. Inspired by this observation, our approach
detects the exception handling defects by triggering exceptions
while invoking methods associated with external resources and
monitoring abnormal behaviors of instrumented apps.

We developed a bytecode instrumentation tool based on Soot,
named Fixeh, for Android. It instruments the tested application
only once by implanting exception control code to force the appli-
cation to throw exceptions on particular function calls. Then we
propose an approach to detect exception handling defects automat-
ically and implement the corresponding tool, named Automatic
Detection Tool. It generates a limited number of exception trigger
patterns by using suspicious call filtering algorithm and traversal
algorithm, then executes UI tests, logs at run time, collects and ana-
lyzes running results. To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of our approach, we carried out experiments on 6 different types of
open-source Android apps.

The tools1 as well as the complete collection of experimental
materials2, including the running results of 1422 rounds of experi-
ments, are available for download.

The contributions this paper makes are as the following:
• Technique: We present a general framework that detects
exception handling defects in android. It detects defects by
triggering designated invocations and monitoring anomalies
during the UI test. To reduce the approach’s overheads, we
designed the suspicious call filtering algorithm and exception
triggering patterns traversal algorithm.

• Tool: We implement two tools for supporting our approach
named Fixeh and Automatic Detection Tool.

• Experiment:We apply our approach to 6 mobile apps. A total
of 1422 rounds of experiments were conducted under dif-
ferent exception triggering patterns. Observing anomalies
in 517 rounds of experiments and confirming 39 exception
handling defects demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach. A comparison with other related work shows that
our approach can detect defects more effectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illus-
trates a motivating example. Section 3 provides the overview and
the details of the approach. Section 4 presents the experimental
evaluation. Related work is discussed in section 5 and conclusion
is drawn in section 6.

1https://gitee.com/nanjing_university/app-ehdefects-detecting-tools
2https://gitee.com/nanjing_university/app-ehdefects-detecting-benchmark

2 MOTIVATION
The following is a case study of an app, called AmazonFileMan-
ager , a file management application that has been installed over
one million times in the Android market, to illustrate the research
motivation of this paper.

Listing 1: Exception thrown in AmazeFileManager
1 private void extractEntry(...) throws IOException {...
2 Buffered InputStream inputStream = new

BufferedInputStream(
zipFile.getInputStream(entry)); ... 1○

3 BufferedOutputStream outputStream = new
BufferedOutputStream(FileUtil.getOutputStream(
outputFile, context));

4 try{...
5 while((len = inputStream.read(buf)) != -1) { ... 2○
6 if (!listener.isCancelled()) {
7 outputStream.write(buf, 0, len); ... 3○
8 ...} else break;}
9 } finally {
10 outputStream.close(); ... 4○
11 inputStream.close(); ... 5○
12 }
13 }//M1
14 protected void extractWithFilter(...) throws

IOException{
15 ...//Uncapped exceptions continue to be thrown up
16 extractEntry(context,zipfile,...);
17 }//M2
18 public void extractEverything() throws IOException{
19 ...//Uncapped exceptions continue to be thrown up
20 extractWithFilter((relativePath,isDir)->true);
21 }//M3
22 protected Boolean doInBackground(...P){
23 try{...
24 extractEverything()//the IOException is caught.
25 ...}catch(IOException e){//the IOException is caught
26 Log.e(...);
27 AppConfig.toast(...);
28 return false;
29 }
30 }//M4

After clicking the decompression button, the application will
start the decompression service to respond. Listing 1 shows the
decompression method M1. We can learn that the decompression
service first reads the file to be decompressed into the cache (line
2 in Listing 1), then decompresses the file through the specified
decompression algorithm, and finally writes them out block by
block (line 7 in Listing 1).

when the decompression function is executed normally, the ex-
tracted contents will be written to the specified output files, and
then the service exits and the application will continue to run. The
user will get the correct decompression folder. However, if an I/O
exception happens during the call to the "write()" method (line 7 in
Listing 1), the call will throw a java.io.IOException. Since there is no
catch clause to catch the exception in M1, the exception continues
to be thrown upward. Based on M1’s call stack track, the IOExcep-
tion will eventually be caught in M4 (line 25 in Listing 1), then the
application will just print exception information, pop up an error

After clicking the decompression button, the application will
start the decompression service to respond. Listing 1 shows the
decompression method M1. We can learn that the decompression
service first reads the file to be decompressed into the cache (line
2 in Listing 1), then decompresses the file through the specified
decompression algorithm, and finally writes them out block by
block (line 7 in Listing 1).

when the decompression function is executed normally, the ex-
tracted contents will be written to the specified output files, and
then the service exits and the application will continue to run. The
user will get the correct decompression folder. However, if an I/O
exception happens during the call to the "write()" method (line 7 in
Listing 1), the call will throw a java.io.IOException. Since there is no
catch clause to catch the exception in M1, the exception continues
to be thrown upward. Based on M1’s call stack track, the IOExcep-
tion will eventually be caught in M4 (line 25 in Listing 1), then the
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application will just print exception information, pop up an error
prompt floating window on the screen, force the decompression
service to exit (line 26-28 in Listing 1), and continue to run. The
user will get the decompression folder with a file size of zero. If
the user does not check the contents of the decompressed folder in
time and chooses to delete the compressed file directly, it will pose
a threat to the user’s data security.

Through the above example, it is obvious that the exception
handling defects not only may affect the user’s experience but also
pose a threat to the user’s data security and our approach is needed
to improve app quality. By forcing AmazeFileManager to throw
“java.io.IOException” when running the UI test script for testing
the decompression function(M1), the defects will be reproduced.
Finally, the exception handling defects will be found by detecting
the abnormal behaviors in the application.

3 APPROACH
3.1 Definitions
Before introducing each stage of the method in this paper, we first
give a unified description of some basic concepts involved in the
method.

Definition 3.1 (Methods related to external resources). Methods
defined in external resources related packages. By organizing these
methods into specific method lists as input to the general frame-
work, we can implant control codes in the external resources related
calls in the application, to control the exception triggering behav-
iors of these calls.

According to the Android documents, we summarize the pack-
ages responsible for interacting with external resources in the An-
droid source code, and select 13 categories that are often used in
applications, they are shown in Table 1.

Definition 3.2 (Call Sequence SeqT ,P,L). The ordered call se-
quence [c1...ci ...], where each element ci is the binary relationship
of the method in specified method list L and its corresponding call
stack StackL , is determined by the calling order when running UI
test script T normally. In particular, the call sequence within the
loop will jump out of the loop after it has been executed once.

For example, in the code fragment of Listing 1, when the appli-
cation P is AmazeFileManager , the test scriptT is the decompres-
sion function UI test, and the method list L is the method shown
in the method signature column of Table 2, the corresponding call
sequence SeqT , P ,L = [ 1○3, 2○4, 3○, 4○5, 5○], where each element is
composed of its method signature and the corresponding call stack
information (column 3). The loop in the code fragment (lines 6–8
in Listing 1) is compressed into a node 3○.

Definition 3.3 (Exception Triддerinд Space ST ,P,L). The space
formed by the call sequence SeqT ,P,L and its trigger state, that is,
ST ,P,L = SeqT ,P,L × E. E is the set of exception types that can be
3The circled numbers above all represent corresponding calls, such as 1○ is the call
of java.util.zip.ZipFile: java.io.InputStream, the call stack pair of which are M1@2 ,
M2@16 , M3@20 , M4@24.
4FilterInputStream is the parent class of BufferedInputStream, therefore the method
(“read()” ) of Filterinputstream is actually called in code fragment 2○.
5FilterOutputStream is the parent class of BufferedOutputStream, therefore the method
(“close()” ) of FilterOutputstream is actually called in code fragment 4○.

Table 1: External resources related packages

Package Description
java.io Provides for system input and output through

data streams, serialization and the file system.
java.net Provides the classes for implementing network-

ing applications.
java.nio Defines buffers, which are containers for data,

and provides an overview of the other NIO
packages.

java.security Provides the classes and interfaces for the se-
curity framework.

java.util.zip Provides classes for reading and writing the
standard ZIP and GZIP file formats.

javax.crypto Provides the classes and interfaces for crypto-
graphic operations.

javax.net Provides classes for networking applications.
android.bluetooth Provides classes that manage Bluetooth func-

tionality, such as scanning for devices, connect-
ing with devices, and managing data transfer.

android.database Contains classes to explore data returned
through a content provider.

android.hardware Provides support for hardware features, such
as the camera and other sensors.

android.location Contains the frameworkAPI classes that define
Android location-based and related services.

android.net Classes that help with network access, beyond
the normal java.net.* APIs.

android.nfc Provides access to Near Field Communication
(NFC) functionality

Table 2: External resource related call instance

Order Method Signature Call Stack
1○ java.util.zip.ZipFile:

java.io.InputStream
getInputStream(java.util.zip.ZipEntry)

M1@2, M2@16,
M3@20, M4@24

2○ java.io.FilterInputStream:
int read(byte[])

M1@5, M2@16,
M3@20, M4@24

3○ java.io.BufferedOutputStream:
void write(byte[],int,int)

M1@7, M2@16,
M3@20, M4@24

4○ java.io.FilterOutputStream:
void close()

M1@10, M2@16,
M3@20, M4@24

5○ java.io.BufferedInputStream:
void close()

M1@11, M2@16,
M3@20, M4@24

thrown by methods in the method list, among which there is a spe-
cial element—normal meaning the exception has not been triggered.
Each element in the exception triggering space is an exception trig-
gering mode. If the exception type e of a call is triggered, the state
of the call is set to e , otherwise, it is set to normal . Each exception
trigger mode specifies whether the call which has been embedded
control code triggers the exception or not when the application
runs the UI test T .
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Taking the decompression test in Section 2 as an example, when
set the exception triggering mode to [( 1○, normal), ( 2○, normal), ( 3○,
normal), ( 4○, normal), ( 5○, normal)] which describes that during
the test run, all calls do not trigger any exception; when set the
exception triggeringmode to [( 1○, java.io.IOException), ( 2○, normal),
( 3○, normal), ( 4○, normal), ( 5○, normal)]which describes that during
the test run, only the call 1○ will trigger exception which is set to
java.io.IOException.

Definition 3.4 (File management operations). Abnormal behav-
iors related to external resources in Android applications are often
related to files. For example, network errors are often manifested
as incomplete downloaded files, database errors are usually corre-
sponding database file damage, etc., so it can be effective to verify
the correctness of file operations during application running to
detect whether the application has abnormal behaviors. Table 3
describes the abnormal behavior of file management operations6.

Table 3: Description of the abnormal behavior in file man-
agement operation

File Management
Operation

Description of Abnormal Behavior

Create, Copy,
Delete, Move,

Extract

The file exists, and the file size and hash value
have one or more attributes, which do not
meet the expectation.

Compress The extracted file exists, and the file size and
hash value have one ormore attributes, which
do not meet the expectation.

Next, we will give a formal semantic description of files and file
operations. A file includes four attributes: existence (1 for existence,
0 for nonexistence), file size, hash value, and path. Table 4 gives
the semantic description of file operations. If the file is modified by
the keyword new, it indicates that the file is newly created. The
formula on the right side of the arrow indicates the constraints
that the attributes of each file satisfy after the operation. Take the
compression/decompression operation as an example. When we
compress the file s in the path sPath, we will get the compressed
file d in the path dPath. When we extract the file d , we will get the
decompressed file t in the path tPath. The above three files should
meet the following constraints: the size of d does not exceed the
size of s , the file content of file t is the same as s .

3.2 Approach Overview
Figure 1 shows the overall framework of this method, which is
divided into the following three processes to detect the exception
handling defects in Android applications.

In the instrumentation process, the application to be tested P
and the list of specified methods L are used as input, scan the call
points of the specified methods in the application, and implant the
relevant exception control code in these calls, so that the application
can throw specific types of exceptions in the specified position
during the process of running UI tests, and print relevant control
information to the system.
6Compression operation will introduce randomness, so we can’t directly compare the
file attributes of the compressed file. We should decompress it before judging.

Table 4: Definition of file management operation

Grammar Semantic
Description

Precondition &
Postcondition

create(dPath) File t = new File→
t .path = dPath

get(dPath)=null &
get(dPath)!=null

copy(sP ,dP) File d = new File→
s .path = sPath ∧

d .path = dPath ∧

d .size = s .size ∧
d .hash = s .hash

get(dPath)=null &
get(dPath)=get(sPath)

compress(sP ,dP)
extract(dP , tP)

File d = new File,
t = new File→
s .path = sPath ∧

d .path = dPath ∧

t .path = tPath ∧

s .size ≧ d .size∧
s .size = t .size∧
s .hash = t .hash

get(dPath)=null
get(tPath)=null &
get(sSize) ≧ get(dSize)
get(tPath)=get(sPath)

del(sPath) File s → s .exist = 0 get(sPath)!=null &
get(sPath)=null

move(sP ,dP) File d = new File→
s .exist = 0 ∧
s .path = sPath ∧

d .path = dPath ∧

d .size = s .size ∧
d .hash = s .hash

get(sPath)!=null
get(dPath)=null &
get(sPath)=null
get(dPath)!=null

Implanting 
initialization code

Implanting code related to 
forced exception trigger.

Instrumentation Process(FIXEH)

Method List

APK P

Exploration & Analysis Process(ADT)
P`

Initialization

Suspicious Method 
Filtering

Exception Pattern 
Traversal

UI test

Explorer

Running Log

Exception type

Analyzing Seq

Analyzing 
Abnormal 
Behavior 

Analyzer

Failure Report

Figure 1: Method Framework

In the exploration process, we will take the embedded applica-
tion P ‘ and UI test script T as input, generate a limited number of
exception trigger modes by using the suspicious call filtering algo-
rithm and the exception pattern traversal algorithm, then collects
running logs and running results during the running the UI tests
under these modes.

In the analysis process, the running log and running results of
each test round are taken as input, and the actual exception trigger
sequence is mined from the operation log. The abnormal behaviors
and exception trigger sequences are combined to realize detection.
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3.3 Instrumentation Process
To make the application throw specific types of exceptions in the
specified position during the process of running the UI test, we im-
plement the corresponding tool Fixeh based on the static analysis
framework Soot. In this process, through the use of instrumenta-
tion technology, the application can generate the corresponding
exception trigger mode by reading the configuration, and accu-
rately control whether each exception is thrown or not. Taken the
APK file of the application to be tested P and the list7 of external
resource related package L as input, we will get the instrumented
application P ‘ after performing the following two steps:

3.3.1 Implanting initialization code. In this step, the entry function
of the application P (that is, the function "oncreat()" in the Main-
Activity of the application) will be located, where the initialization
code will be implanted. The code is responsible for generating the
corresponding global object Policy (exception trigger policy) and
Counter (method call counter) according to the loaded configura-
tion config. In addition, it is also responsible for embedding the
code which aims to print the generated exception trigger mode.

3.3.2 Implanting code related to forced exception trigger. Table 5
shows the instructions used by Java bytecode to call methods. In
this step, Fiexh first scans these instructions to get all calls related
to external resources. Then, the code of forcing trigger exception is
implanted before each external resource related call. Algorithm 1
describes the specific behavior of this process.

Taking the code fragmentM1 shown in Listing 1 as an example
to illustrate the workflow of algorithm 1 in which the call sequence
SeqT ,P,L related to external resources is { 1○, 2○, 3○, 4○, 5○}, Fixeh
first traverses SeqT ,P,L to obtain the call of invo (line 1 in algo-
rithm 1), and then analyzes the invo related documents by using
”дetThrows()”method (line 2) to obtain the exception type that can
be thrown, traverses the set, gets the exception type in turn, and ob-
tains the exception construction method set by ”дetConstructor ()”
method (line 5). Take ”java.io.IOException” as an example, after
traversing the construction method set to obtain the first con-
structionmethod ”void IOException()”, and calling the ”дetParas()”
method (line 6) to obtain its parameter set {NULL}, the following
two parts of code are implanted before the call:

Implant Exception instance construction code. In algorithm
1, lines 7-29 describe the implantation process of exception instance
construction code. First, get the first parameter type of the con-
structor, set the default value according to the parameter type, and
add it to the parameter list defaults (lines 7-19). If there is no rel-
evant default value, the parameter acquisition fails. Continue to
traverse the constructor set to obtain the next constructor of ex-
ception. Otherwise, continue to obtain the default value of the next
parameter; after the process of obtaining the default parameters of
the constructor is completed, judge whether the defaults are empty.
If it is an empty set, it indicates that the exception instance con-
struction code creation fails. The algorithm will skip this exception
and continue to construct the next exception. Otherwise, use the
”дetlocation()” method of invo (line 28) to obtain the location LOC
of the call of inov , and use the ”injectconstructor ()” method (line

7Customizable, and Table 1 is the default external resource related package

Algorithm 1: Implanting Algorithm
Input: P (the application to be tested), Global Object Policy

(exception trigger policy), Global Object Counter
(mothod call counter)

Output: P ‘ (the instrumented application)
1 for invo in P .дetResourceRelateInvos() do
2 for exception : дetThrows(invo) do
3 wronд = false;
4 de f ault=∅;
5 for constructor : дetConstrutor (exception) do
6 for para : дetParas(constructor ) do
7 if para instanceof long or int then
8 de f aults .add(0);
9 else if para instanceof float or double

then
10 de f aults .add(0.0);
11 else if para instanceof string then
12 de f aults .add(””);
13 else if not para instanceof BasicType or

para is NULL then
14 de f aults .add(NULL);
15 else
16 wronд = true;
17 break;
18 end
19 end
20 if wrong then
21 continue;
22 de f aults = ∅;
23 else
24 break;
25 end
26 end
27 if not default is ∅ then
28 loc = invo.getLocation();
29 eInstance =

InjectConstructor(p, loc,de f aults, exception);
30 Counter .visitInvo(invo);
31 if

Policy.takeOver(invo, eInstance,дetCount(invo))
then

32 throwException(eInstance);
33 triggerLog(invo, invo, exception);
34 else
35 normalExecute();
36 normalLog(invo, invo, exception);
37 end
38 else
39 continue;
40 end
41 end
42 end
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Table 5: Bytecode method call instruction

Instruction Description
invokeStactic Invoke a class (static) method
invokeVirtual Invoke instance method; dispatch based on

class
invokeSpecial Invoke instance method; special handling or

superclass, private, and instance initialization
method invocations

invokeInterface Invoke interface method

29) to implant the generated exception instance construction code
in LOC and get the constructed exception instance einstance .

Implant exception analysis and control code. In algorithm
1, lines 30-37 describe the implantation process of exception analysis
and control code. Taking invo as the input of ”visitInvo()” method
of the global object Counter , Counter will update (line 30), and
then take the exception instance einstance (thrown by the call of
invo) and Counter as the parameters of ”takeOver ()” method of
the global object Policy to determine whether einstance should
be triggered here, and the corresponding execution log is printed
(lines 32-36).

Figure 2 shows the actual operation of the instrumentation mod-
ule. In the instrumentation process, Fixeh loads the exception
types such as ”Certi f icateNotYetValidException”, and generates
the corresponding exception construction code. Then, Fixeh will
start multiple threads, scan the instructions of method calls in the
application bytecode (Table 5) to locate the external resource related
calls, and implant the exception instance construction code and
exception analysis and control code before them. Figure 3 shows
the printed log when instrumenting the analysis and control code
of ”java.io.IOException” before the call of 1○, 2○, 3○, 4○, 5○. As
shown in Table 6, after the process of instrumentation, the corre-
sponding list of instrumentation methods will be generated, and
the information such as the call location of all instrumented code
and the type of exception thrown will be output.

[main] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter - Load exception class 
java.security.cert.CertificateNotYetValidException
[main] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter - Load exception class 
java.security.cert.CertPathBuilderException
[main] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter - Load exception class 
java.security.cert.CertPathValidatorException
[main] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter - Load exception class 
java.security.cert.CertificateExpiredException
[main] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter - Load exception class 
java.security.InvalidKeyException
…

Figure 2: Loading exception related to external resources

Compared with other methods based on the forced trigger, Fixeh
only needs to instrument the application once, and it can control
whether the exception triggers or not through different exception
mode configuration methods. Besides, Fixeh can also support the
recurrence of exception trigger. As long as the call stack information
is given when the exception behavior occurs, the scenario of the
exception can be reproduced by configuring the corresponding
exception trigger mode.

[Thread-7] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter – Injecting controller for 
checked exceptions before invocation of < java.Util.Zip.ZipFile: java.io.InputStreamgetInputStream
(java.util.zip.ZipEntry) > (java.io.IOException) in method <M1>.
[Thread-8] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter - Injecting controller for checked 
exceptions before invocation of <java.io.FilterInputStream: int read(byte[])>(java.io.IOException) in method 
<M1>.
[Thread-8] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter - Injecting controller for checked 
exceptions before invocation of <java.io.BufferedOutputStream: void close()>(java.io.IOException) in 
method <M1>.
[Thread-8] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter – Injecting controller for checked 
exceptions before invocation of <java.io.FilterOutputStream:void close()>(java.io.IOException) in method 
<M1>.
[Thread-8] INFO fixeh.instrument.AndroidApplicationPackageInstrumenter - Injecting controller for checked 
exceptions before invocation of <java.io.BufferedInputStream: void close()>(java.io.IOException) in method 
<M1>.
[main] INFO soot.toDex.DexPrinter - Writing APK to "/var/folders/pn/h4wh4m7s0\_s8xfqqkxwr744h0000gn 
/T/fixeh/xaoCf28XsH/AmazeFileManager.apk". 

Figure 3: Exception related code implantation process

Table 6: External resource related call instance

Instrumented Method Location Exception thrown
java.util.zip.ZipFile:java.io.
InputStream getInputStream(
java.util.zip.ZipEntry)

M1@2 java.io.IOException
java.util.zip.
ZipException

java.io.FilterInputStream:
int read(byte[])

M1@5 java.io.IOException

java.io.BufferedOutputStream:
void write(byte[],int,int)

M1@7 java.io.IOException

java.io.FilterOutputStream:
void close()

M1@10 java.io.IOException

java.io.BufferedInputStream:
void close()

M1@11 java.io.IOException

3.4 Exploration Process
As mentioned in De f inition 3.3, there are a large number of call
points that can trigger exceptions in Android apps, and the num-
ber of exception trigger patterns in the exception triggering space
composed of these calls is even larger. In this process, we pose
a practical way to reduce overhead by reducing the number of
possible exception throw points and controlling the number of ex-
ception trigger modes. This phase can be divided into three steps:
initialization, suspicious method filtering, and exception pattern
traversal.

3.4.1 Initialization. First, Automatic Detection Tool performs
an initialization step to get the call sequence SeqT ,P,L of application
P and divides the sequence into subsequences SE consisting of
multiple calls throwing the same type of exception.

Exceptions describe scenarios in which errors occur in the ap-
plication, calls with the same type of triggering exception have
a higher correlation. To make the experiment more efficient, we
choose to trigger the different types of exceptions independently as
it has the same effect as the combination of the low correlated ex-
ception trigger pattern. The call sequence SeqT ,P,L is divided into
highly correlated subsequences SE . The efficiency of detection can
be improved by considering only the exception triggering patterns
in the space constituted by SE .

Taking the code fragment in Listing 1 as an example, whose call
sequence SeqT ,P,L is [ 1○, 2○, 3○, 4○, 5○], we can divide SeqT ,P,L
into corresponding subsequences with exception types. For in-
stance, according to the exception type of "java.io.IOException",
SeqT ,P,L will be divided into SeqE |E=IOException = [ 1○, 2○, 3○, 4○,
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5○]; according to the exception type of "java.util .zip.ZipException",
SeqT ,P,L will be divided into SeqE |E=ZipException = [ 1○], etc.

3.4.2 Suspicious Method Filtering. Secondly, we will filter each
subsequence SE through the suspicious call filtering algorithm to
further reduce the number of exception trigger modes. It reduces
the size of the problem by eliminating calls in the sequence that
are less likely to affect application behavior.

After detecting the application’s abnormal behavior, the suspi-
cious call filtering algorithm attempts to get the application back
to normal operation by not triggering calls that might cause the
application to behave abnormally. At the end of the algorithm, all
calls that still trigger exceptions do not affect the application’s be-
havior. We chose to filter out these calls, thereby deleting the trigger
combinations associated with these calls to reduce the number of
triggering modes.

Algorithm 2 shows the process of suspicious call filtering algo-
rithm. Take the example mentioned in section 2 to illustrate this
algorithm. When E = java.io.IOException, SE = { 1○, 2○, 3○, 4○, 5○},
initially, Automatic Detection Tool configures all calls in SE to
trigger exception E (line 2), that is, runs the test script T under ex-
ception trigger mode conf iд = [( 1○,E), ( 2○,E), ( 3○,E), ( 4○,E), ( 5○,E)],
gets the corresponding output (line 4), and analyzes the output to
get test run results (abnormal decompression behavior) and the
actual call sequence seq = [( 1○, E), ( 4○, E)] at run time(line 5); next,
judges whether the application behaves abnormally or not (line 6).
If an anomaly is detected, it will get the last call that triggered the
exception in the actual run (line 7) invo = 4○, then update the excep-
tion trigger mode conf iд = [( 1○,E),( 2○,E),( 3○,E),( 4○,normal ),( 5○,E)]
so that when calling invo, the exception E won’t be triggered, and
leave the remaining calls in their original triggered state (line 8).
In addition, it will add invo to the suspect call subset: suspE =
suspE∩{ 4○} (line 9). The filtering process (lines 4-9) will end and
suspE will be returned when the running results is true (lines 11).

Algorithm 2: Suspicious Call Filtering Algorithm
Input: P , SE
Output: suspE

1 Initialize suspE = ∅;
2 conf iд = makeTrigger(SE .getInvocations(), E);
3 while true do
4 out put = run(P , conf iд).getResult();
5 seq, result = analyze(output );
6 if isNormal(result ) is false then
7 invo = getLastInvocation(seq);
8 conf iд = deleteTrigger(conf iд, invo);
9 suspE .add(invo);

10 else
11 break;
12 end
13 end

3.4.3 Exception Pattern Traversal. After suspicious method filter-
ing, the subsequence SE reduces the scale of the problem by deleting
calls that are not in the suspicious call set suspE . Given the traversal

precision parameter k , the exploration process further controls the
number of trigger modes and collects their corresponding set of
running results to explore the behavior changes of applications in
more complex exception throw modes.

We believe that there is a stronger dependence between adja-
cent calls. Methods with large call intervals in applications usually
respond to different events in different services, so the correlation
between them is small. So it is more meaningful to study the com-
bination of exception triggering between adjacent calls to detect
the exception handling defects in the application.

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode of traversal algorithm. Take
the examplementioned in section 2 to illustrate this algorithm. After
suspicious method filtering, obtain the suspicious call collection
suspE |E=java .io .IOException = { 1○, 2○, 3○, 4○, 5○}; traverse the call
invo in the collection in turn, and get the sequence composed of
it and its adjacent calls in the call sequence seqT ,P,L(line 3); when
k=1 and invo= 2○ , then the upper and lower K adjacent sequences
of invo= 2○ is seq=[ 1○, 2○, 3○]; then delete the elements that are
subsequences of other sequences (line 5), and generate the relevant
exception trigger mode for the remaining sequences (line 7). For
example, for seq=[ 1○, 2○, 3○], each call has two states: forced trigger
exception E and normal operation, so there are 8 possible exception
trigger modes of seq. Except the throw mode of no trigger, the
remaining 7 configurations are added to conf iдs; Finally, traverse
each generated pattern, and run the script under the exception
trigger modes to add the test run results and its actual trigger
sequences into the result set Res (lines 11 and 12).

Algorithm 3: Traversal Algorithm
Input: P , suspE , SE , k
Output: Res

1 Initialize Res = ∅, seqs = ∅;
2 for invo:suspE do
3 seqs = seqs .add(getAdjacentKInvocations(SE , invo, k));
4 end
5 seqs = filterSubSeq(seq);
6 for seq : seqs do
7 conf iдs = conf iдs .add(generateConfigs(seq));
8 end
9 for config : configs do
10 output = run(P , conf iд).getResult();
11 seq, result = analyze(output );
12 Res .add(run(result , seq);
13 end

Observing the subsequence SE of the call sequence seqT ,P,L that
throws an exception of type E, there will be 2n different exception
trigger modes. Marking #seq as the number of exception trigger
modes that the call sequence seq needs to traverse, then there is
#seq = O(2n ). During the exploration process, when in suspicious
method filtering, it runs on less than or equal to n rounds, whereas
when in exception pattern traversal, it runs on a maximum of
(n − 2k) ∗ 22k+1 rounds. Marking ◦seq as the number of rounds the
sequence seq needs to be tested in the exploration process, there
is ◦suspE ≤ O(22k × n) ≤ #suspE ≤ O(2n ), so ◦suspE ≤ #suspE ≤
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#SE ≤ #seqT ,P,L . Theoretically, the exploration process reduces the
number of exception trigger patterns that need to be detected. Thus
the size of the problem is reduced.

3.5 Analysis Process
In the analysis phase, through the analysis of the test log and
test results, we can find the abnormal behaviors and obtain the
corresponding exception trigger sequences of the application, and
in this way, the exception handling defects of the app are detected.
This phase is divided into the following steps.

3.5.1 Analyzing the call sequence of triggering exception. True ex-
ception trigger sequences are obtained by collecting call informa-
tion related to external resources during running the UI test T .

3.5.2 Analyzing the existence of abnormal behavior. By analyzing
the run log and test results generated after running the test, match-
ing the given description of the abnormal behavior type, we can
judge if the application has any abnormal behavior, and associate
the abnormal behavior and actual trigger sequence of exception.

Taking the decompression test in Section 2 as an example, when
set the exception triggering mode to [( 1○, java.io.IOException), ( 2○,
normal), ( 3○, normal), ( 4○, normal), ( 5○, normal)], by matching
the running results (decompressed a wrong file) with the expected
description (Table 3 in de f inition 3.4), we find that decompression
did behave abnormally during the run. Finally, in the analysis phase,
the abnormal behavior found and the actual trigger sequence, which
is [( 1○, java.io.IOException), ( 4○, normal), ( 5○, normal)], are used as
the detection results of exception handling defects and output.

4 EVALUATION
To evaluate our approach, we conducted a series of experiments to
address the following research questions.
RQ1 How effectively does our approach detect defects?
RQ2 How efficiently does our approach detect defects?
RQ3 How to classify exception handling defects?

4.1 Experiment Setup
We collected the top 300 Android apps from Github with Stars val-
ues. In the first round of screening, the apps which could not be
launched were excluded, leaving 44 apps remaining. In the second
round of screening, we excluded those that could not run after be-
ing instrumented by Fixeh, leaving 25 apps remaining. In the third
round of filtering, we excluded 4 apps that could not trigger external
resource related calls and 11 apps the number of external resource
related calls of which is less than 10, leaving 10 apps remaining.
Finally, among them, we selected 6 different types of apps with
stable operation: AmazeFileManager (file management applica-
tion), GoodWeather (weather application), GPSLogger (satellite
positioning application), KeePassDroid (password management
database), Materialistic (news forum), SimpleFTP (FTP client).
Among them, 3 apps were able to successfully run their own unit
tests, namely AmazeFileManager , GPSLogger , andMateialistic.

Appium scripts were manually written for 6 applications to be
tested. Table 7 shows the specific functionality of the application
tested by the script and the number of lines of code. It can be seen
that these scripts cover different scenarios such as (remote) file man-
agement, network links, GPS services, database services, and so on,

Figure 4: Scale chart of external resources related package
of instrumented method

which helps to show which kind of external resources this method
is more effective for. Figure 4 shows the information about the
package of instrumented methods in the 6 apps. It can be observed
that in 6 applications "Java.io" is the most commonly used external
resources related packages, while the remaining packages present
different distributions depending on the usage scenario of the ap-
plication. In addition, "java.io.IOException" accounts for the largest
proportion of exceptions, including 45.54% (950/2086) in Amaze-
FileManager , 44.79%(73/163) in GoodWeather , 52.73% (598/1134)
inGPSLogger , 54.86% (773/1409) in KeePassDroid, 43.68% (67/157)
inMaterialistic, 57.74% (127/220) in SimpleFTP .

4.2 RQ1: Effectiveness in Detecting Defects
We have experimented with six Android applications using this
method. The experimental results show that the method can ef-
fectively detect the exception handling defects related to external
resources. Table 8 shows the results of the experiment. We ran
1422 UI tests round on 6 apps and found abnormal behaviors in
517 of them. We can also get the proportion of suspicious method
calls that throw checking exception from Table 8: The number of
suspicious calls is less than the number of calls that can throw
check type exceptions covered by the test, which indicates that the
suspicious method filtering algorithm in the exploration process
can indeed reduce the number of exception calls that need to be
explored. Besides, in the process of sorting out the experimental
data, it is found that 100% of the exception handling defects can be
found in the suspicious method filtering algorithm. In the phase of
exception pattern traversal, although we can observe more abnor-
mal behaviors of apps, actually we don’t find any defects in extra
exception handling patterns. The main reasons are as follows:

1. After more than half of the calls throw an exception which
is usually not captured, the application will crash directly,
so the exception throw combination related to subsequent
calls cannot be executed.

2. Most Android applications often choose to handle exceptions
at a higher level of invocation, which results in that when
the exception exits the stack, the calls of external resources
related to triggering the exception will not be called again
because of exiting the stack.
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Table 7: Information about UI test script

App Description of UI Test Script Line Cov.
AmazeFileManager Copy, move, compress, create, rename, delete and decompress the files in the mobile phone 250 20%
GPSLogger Record the GPS information to the mobile phone file, and update it to FTP browser and

email synchronously
606 37%

GoodWeather Browse and inquire about weather conditions in different places 340 61%
KeePassDroid Create different types of password database and store the password data 238 50%
Materialistic Browse the forum news and download the PDF file of the forum attachment 599 50%
SimpleFTP Browse and delete files on the server 186 73%

Table 8: The Results of Experiment

App Test Rounds Time1 Abnormal Rounds2 Defects3 Pro. of sCalls4 Num. of tCalls5

AmazeFileManager 397 911’17” 231 16 94.12%(64) 68(24)
GPSLogger 644 2305’29” 51 7 65.03%(93) 143(1)
GoodWeather 84 200’16” 11 2 23.26%(10) 43
KeePassDroid 301 669’21” 198 9 82.61%(38) 46
Materialistic 317 1231’47” 25 4 93.85%(61) 65(5)
SimpleFTP 76 110’01” 1 1 40.74%(11) 27

1 The format of test time is x’(min)x"(sec).
2 The number of test rounds where we detect the abnormal behavior of the application.
3 The number of confirmed exception handling defects, which is not too large, as many exception handling belong to the same try-catch segment.
4 Proportion of suspicious calls. The numbers in brackets denote the number of suspicious call.
5 The number of calls that throw check type exceptions during running the UI test. The numbers in brackets denote the number of calls that throw check type exceptions in the
JUnit test.

Based on the above reasons, we believe that the UI test based on
forcing external resources related exception throw can effectively
find different types of exception handling defects, and most of the
exception handling defects can be found only in the suspicious
method filtering phase, which can save more than 50% of the time.
In addition, when the average coverage of external resource related
calls is 14%, the causes of abnormal behaviors in 320 rounds of ex-
periments are analyzed manually, and 39 external resource related
exception handling defects are found (16 in AmazeFileManager , 7
in GoodWeather , 2 in GPSLogger , 9 in KeePassDroid, 4 inMate-
rialistic, 1 in SimpleFTP) and after analyzing the causes of these
defects we come to the following conclusion:

1. 64%(25) of the defects are due to the failure to implement
the UncaughtExceptionHandler interface provided by An-
droid, which causes the Android simulator to use the default
method to handle uncaught exceptions, that is, to force the
application to stop running, resulting in crashes.

2. 33%(13) of the defects are similar to the example in Section
2 because the I/O system does not properly handle the ex-
ception, resulting in the destruction of data integrity.

3. 3%(1) of the defects are that null object will be returned when
an exception occurs. After the null object is called, a null
pointer exception will be triggered, resulting in application
crashes.

The above conclusion shows that the method proposed in this
paper has the ability to detect the exception handling defects caused
by different reasons. In addition, applications crashed in 286 test
rounds, accounting for only 55.32% of the total abnormal behaviors.

This shows that the file management operation assertion method
can enhance the ability to detect exception defects.

4.3 RQ2: Efficiency in Detecting Defects
Similar to the work of this paper is the work of Zhang [23] in
2014. They replace API calls related to external resources in the
application with JUnit tests after throwing exceptions and detect
exception handling defects related to external resources by ana-
lyzing test results. As we can’t get the data they use, we analyze
the coverage of the exception handling module of the unit test
set through the experiments in this paper. Among them, the unit
tests provided by GoodWeather , SimpleFTP and KeePassDroid
can not run normally, so only the remaining 3 apps are selected
as the experimental objects. Column 7 in Table 8 shows the com-
parison results of exception handling module coverage. It is found
that the number of calls related to external resources covered by UI
tests is larger than the corresponding value in JUnit tests. Among
them, the number of external resource related method calls covered
by AmazeFileManager , GPSLogger , andMaterialistic is 68, 143,
and 65, while it is 24, 1, and 5 in unit test. Besides, as they men-
tioned in [23], JUnit tests could not reflect the actual execution and
the defects sometimes could not be reproduced. In addition, they
did not reduce the pattern of exception trigger combination in the
exploration process, which will lead to more time and manpower
costs. To summarize, this method can cover more calls related to
external resources by combining with UI tests, to obtain better
detection effects, and our approach is more efficient by reducing
the exception triggering modes through the suspicious call filtering
algorithm and traversal algorithm.
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4.4 RQ3: Classification of Defects
After analyzing the causes of 39 exception handling defects found
in this paper, three common types of exception handling defects
are summarized: The first one is Abuse of RuntimeException–
when a check type exception is captured, a runtime exception is
thrown in the handling function to reduce the burden of exception
handling like packaging java.io.IOException as RuntimeException
and leaving it to the Android virtual machine for processing, which
will cause the application to crash; The second one is Improper
I/O exception handling–I/O exception is not handled correctly.
As shown in section 2, if "java.io.IOException" of "write()" is trig-
gered, we will face the problem with losing data. Even worse, if we
ignore the exception caused by closing the I/O stream, it will also
pose a threat to the data integrity; The third one is Unchecked
return value–the program does not judge the object returned by
the call that may throw an exception, so it mistakenly calls the
object method which should be called when it returns correctly. For
example, the program calls the object methods on null objects.

5 RELATEDWORK
There is a large body of related work on the empirical study of
exception-handling in Android apps[1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22].
For example, Lingling Fan et al. [19] presented a large-scale study
to illustrate framework-specific exceptions in Android apps and
identified 11 common fault categories. Ebert et al. analyzed 220
exception handling bugs. Their approaches detect exception han-
dling defects without running the application, they can not detect
unknown bugs. Contrary to these works, our approach automati-
cally controls the application to execute UI test cases and detects
abnormal behaviors which haven’t be detected. The second thread
of related work uses dynamic methods to detect defects. Pingyu
Zhang et al. [23] introduced an effective approach to address the
space of exceptional behaviors by an amplifying test. They focus
on the JUnit test cases rather than UI test cases. The execution se-
quences generated by the JUnit can not reflect the actual executions,
which potentially introduces false negatives. Zhouyang Jia et al. [9]
designs SafeExit to automatically detect ungraceful exits. They
just focus on the clear behaviors after exiting the program.

6 CONCLUSION
We present Fixeh and Automatic Detection Tool, an effective
and efficient approach to automatically detect exception handling
defects in android applications by analyzing the UI test running
results under different exception triggering pattern which is gener-
ated by using the suspicious call filtering algorithm and traversal
algorithm. We evaluated our approach by using 6 different applica-
tions, which consist of the APIs of interest. The experimental results
show that our approach can effectively reveal anomalies in the ex-
ceptional executions of the UI test cases. Moreover, we confirm 39
exception handling defects related to external resources through an
analysis of our experiments and summarize three common types
of defects from the defects mentioned above.
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